8' METAL STAKE
PLACED AT 120°(TYP.)
(SEE DETAIL "A")

INTERLOCK 3/4"
SEATBELT WEBBING

#14 GAUGE WIRE

PLACE HARDWOOD MULCH
TO 3" DEPTH 6" FROM
BASE OF TREE

ROOT COLLAR
2" ABOVE SOIL GRADE

6"

12"

D= ROOTBALL WIDTH X 4

DISH EXCAVATION 4" MIN.
BELOW ROOT BALL

UNDISTURBED SOIL

SOIL AS SPECIFIED

NOTES:
1. LOOSEN AND BLEND THE
SOIL IN THE ENTIRE
PLANTING AREA.

2. THE PLANTING PIT SHALL
BE 4 TIMES THE BALL
DIAMETER.

TREE PLANTING
NOT TO SCALE
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